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Example: the character table of Sy

G:=64 => (G) =4! =24

Step1. The conjugacy classes:are given by the cycle types!
=>G=9Id3,6z =[(12)],( =[(123)],G =[23)], C5 =[12)e

m 93 94 85

=> v =(c(G) ) =1 Ivr (G)1 =51 And ((r) =1,/(z) =6,/(3) =8,/(y) = 3,165) =6,
so by the orbit-stabiliser theorem the centraliser orders are

((g(9,)) =24,1(q(92) =4,l(q(83)) =3,l(a(94)( =0,1(a(95)) =4
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Next, we calculate the characters of G and their values.
· Of course, X1 = 12 and x1(9,) =1 = 12ix5.

Step 2. Inflation from Sr/VES,
Lastweek,we calculated X(S,):

Id(12)(123)

x33 1 11 Itrivial character)
231 -1 1 (sign character)

S3X32 0 -1

ByTheorem 14.6 we can "inflate"the irreducible characters
of S to SD. We obtain

X=Infs(x) =1sn,x2:=Infsr(x8), Xx: =Infs(43) -> Ivr(54)



More precisely, we have a part of X (Sy) as follows:
Id (12) (123)(2)(34) (1234)

*1 =15y 1 1 1 l 1

x2 2 - -
1 -1

x3 2 o

x4 & & ~ ↑ 1

45 ↑ ↑
- &

1



More precisely, we have a part of X (Sy) as follows:
Id (12) (123)(2)(34) (1234)

*1 =15y 1 1 1 l 1

x2 1 -1

x3 2 - 13 o

x4 & & ~ ↑ 1

45 ↑

This is because the isomorphismbetween saveand so maps:

SyNx> S
3

IdVy i > Id I group isomorphisms

(2)V,,v > 2-cycle
preserve the orders

(123)V41 > 3-cycle ofelements! (

IdV =(2)(34)Vy) > Id
(2)V4 =(234)V4 > 2-cycle
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Step 3. X, andX via the orthogonality relations.

a degreeformula => 24 =5 Xi (Id)=1+11+2Y +Xp(Ed) +X5(Ed)
-

=6

=>Xx(Id(2 +X5(Id)=18

=>Xx (Id) =x5 (Id) =3 (Only possibility!)
22nd OrthogonalityRelations with 3rd column and 3rd column yield:

25xi)(123))x123)) =1(a)(1237)) =3
-

=Xi((123))
(since in (R)

11

1 +1 +1 +xx((23)(" +25(123))
=

= > 2y(423)) =25(123)) =0



32nd OrthogonalityRelations with 4column and 4th column yield:I 5th column 5thcolumn

119 xq(1(2)(34))=x5(12)(34))=1
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4th32nd OrthogonalityRelations with column and 4th column yield:I 5th column 5thcolumn

xq(1(2)(34))=x5(12)(34))=1
=>all these entries119

x4((1234)=15((1234)=1 3 one 1

42nd OrthogonalityRelations with 1st column and 2nd column yield:
xx((2)) =1 and X5((12)) = - 1

5 1st OrthogonalityRelations with 3rd row and 4throw yield:
0 =2dgpT1 Xsm(gm) = +yXp(12)(34))

=>Xx((2)(34)) z - 1
3rdrow and 5th row yield:45(7234)) = - 1



6 1st OrthogonalityRelations with Astrow and 4th row yield:lis 1from 5th row
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6 1st OrthogonalityRelations with 1st row and 4th row yield:lis 1from 5th row

X5(12)(34)) = - 1,44((1234)) =1

7 Conclusion:

Id (12) (123) (2)(34) (1234)

*1 =15y 1 1 1 l 1

1 1 -1

(54) = 22
1

-
-1 2 o

xY 3 In O -1 - 1
o -1 I


